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EDITORIAL

Two of the editors —— Hugh and Nina Thurston —— will be leaving
Canada for a year. (They will be spending six months in Turkey,
where the dancing should contrast strongly with any form of Scot—

tish dancing). This should not affect the Thistle very much

except possibly for some delays in answering correspondents on

technical points.

You will notice that we are going ahead with the index. Our

thanks are due to John Bowie Dickson, who has done nearly all the

work on it. We should welcome readers'comments on how useful

they find it; though perhaps it is only when the index is com-

plete that full comments can be made.

THE THISTLE

Editorial address: 3515 Fraser Street, Vancouver 10, B.C.

Editors: Douglas and Sybil Duncan, Hugh and Nina Thurston.

Subscription: $1.25 per year (four issues). Six or more

copies to the same address: 95¢ each per year.

OUR DANCES NO. 55: The Bumpkin

The most striking thing about the Bumpkin (or the Bumkin, to use

its original spelling) is that it is for nine participants —- an

odd number in both senses of the word. As a matter of fact, a

little investigation shows that there are a surprising number of

dances for nine, and that they are fairly closely related.

The Bumkin seems to have flourished round about 1800. It was

described in Campbell's luth collection of country dances and

reels and in The companion to the reticule, and it survived trad—

itionally. In Lanark it was sometimes known as the Lanark reel,
and it was in this area that the R.S.C.D.S. collected it: it ap-

pears in Book 2, under the title ”The Bumpkin, or Ninesome Reel".

Another modern description is in G.D. MacLennan's Highland and

traditional Scottish dances.

The Reticule gives three tunes for ”The Bumkin". Their names

are "The Bumkin", "Ailsie Marley", and "Col. Hamilton's New

Bumkin". The first of these is the one in the S.C.D.B: it is

a variant of the well—known children's game "Babbity Bowster".

The second is a Northumbrian pipe-tune (and is in fact one of

the better-known ones). And the third is nothing more or less

than Hamilton House.



Readers interested in the other dances for nine (which have been

found in England, New England, Germany, Sweden and Finland) will

find details in the Comparison Corner in Thistle no. 8; and more

details in volume 3 no. 2 of The Folk Dancer. Further details

about the Bumpkin can be found in an article by J.F. and T.M.

Flatt in volume 9 of Scottish Studies (1965).

0000000

OUR DANCES NO. 56: The Tushker, by John Bowie Dickson

Music: The Tushker (reel). It can be found on the record "Ian

Powrie's farewell to Scotland".

Bars

1 — 4 lst couple set to each other and cross down to second

place on opposite sides. 2nd couple move up on 3-4.

5 - 8 lst couple set to each other and cross over giving

right hands. Remain facing out.

9 - 16 Reels of three on the sides. Pass right shoulders

(lst man with 2nd man, lst woman with 3rd woman)
to begin.
On bars 7-8 lst couple approach each other and

giving right hands turn to lst corners.

l7 — 2M "Reels of three across the dance. Pass right shoulders

(lst man with 3rd woman, lst woman with 2nd man)
to begin.
0n bars 7-8 lst couple approach each other and

taking right hands finish facing down the dance.

25 - 32 lst couple, followed by 2nd couple dance down between

3rd couple, cast up, meet, dance up to top place
.and cast into 2nd place ready to begin again.
2nd couple finish in top place.

Dedicated to Lloyd Leland

OOOOOOO

——— Historical Quotations 4-—

Universality of dancing (1775)

The gravest men here, with the exception of the minis-

ters,-think it no disgrace to dance. I have seen a professor
who has argued most learnedly and most wisely in a morning, for—

getting all his gravity in an evening and dancing away to the

best of his abilities.

(From Edward Topham's "Letters from Edinburgh").



(continued)THE BACKGROUND -——

In the last issue we looked at Scottish dancing in general,

and Scottish country dancing in particular, and mentally divided

the country dances

rected from old books,

tionally, i.e. have never died out.

into two groups: those that have been resur-

and those that have come down to us tradi—

Classification itself does

not mean much until you get to know what particular dances among

your own favorites are in which class. It is interesting (and

I am sure very educational) to look through the books and put

the dances in the appropriate category.

it contains a good selection of dances collectedBorder Book:

And don't forget the

in the border country (i.e. the region between the lowlands and

the English frontier) by the late Ion C.B. Jamieson, who also

collected a number of dances in the S.C.D.

think that it is a pity that the Books don't give the

The collectors deservethe collector of each dance.

the very fundamental work they do.

know whether the great preponderance
collected dances

or whether it is

lector worked in this region.
One thing you will notice is that

Highland Schottische step (and those

steps:

Foursome, Eightsome,

ly all dances with a poussette
-- in

end with the cliche "down the middle

dances with a "double triangle" were

few three—couple strathspeys. Thus

theoretical one: it does correspond
themselves.

is due to their having

merely due to the fact

I sometimes

names of

credit for

would also be nice to

"Border Country" in the

flourished better there,
that our most active col-

Books.

It

of

all the dances which use the

which use more elaborate

"The Glasgow Highlanders" and such reels as the Threesome,

and Tulloch) are "collected". 80 are near-

fact, all the dances which

and up, and poussette". No

collected, and comparatively
the distinction is not a mere

to something in the dances

And after a bit you will notice that the collected dances

split fairly naturally into two halves -— those that are "collect—

ed locally" and those that are "collected in so—and—so", the so—

and-so being a named village or other area.

"collected locally" were the fairly common ones.

The ones marked

They would be

known in a number of plaCes, and would appear fairly frequently

on any programme. They could also be found in ballroom manuals

and similar books, starting with a book called "The Ballroom",

published in Glasgow in 1627, which was the first book to contain

a substantial number of our collected dances.

misunderstanding, by the "old books"

mean these nineteenth century manuals,

which I shall describe later.

means before 1827.

ferent type,
us agree that "old"

And, to avoid

I mentioned earlier, I don't

but earlier books of a dif-

For the moment, let

The "manual" type of dance includes:

Petronella Rachel

Triumph
The Flowers of Edinburgh
The Duke of Perth

Circassian Circle

The Nut

La Tempete
Rory O'More

La Russe (BB)

The Glasgow Highlanders

Speed the Plough

Mrs.

I'll

Rae

Waltz Country Dance

Princess Royal

Strip the Willow

McLeod

Make You Fain to Follow Me

Meg Merrilees

The Cumberland Reel

The Merry Lads of Ayr

Cameronian Rant

The Haymakers



The "collected in so-and—so" type includes:

The Haughs of Cromdale The Jimp Waist

The Braes of Busby The Duchess of Atholl's Slipper
The Shepherd‘s Crook The Duchess of Buccleuch's Fancy (BB)

Scottish Reform Lasses of Melrose (BB)

The Mason's Apron (BB) Teviot Brig
The Rifleman (BB) Rothesay Country Dance

Barley Bree Dalkeith's Strathspey
The Falkland Beauty Corn Riggs
The Linton Ploughman The Oxton Reel

The River Cree Peggy's Love

The Lovers' Knot Jessies' Hornpipe

In compiling the lists I have not gone entirely by the foot-

notes alone. I have looked through all the nineteenth century

manuals, and put a dance in the "manual" class if it occurs in

them, even where it is marked "collected in so-and—so" in the

Books. (I have also put right a few mistakes in the footnotes).

I haven't my notes with me in America, so the above lists are not

complete: they contain dances whose category I can definitely
remember. The full lists would be about 30 and 40 strong, res-

pectively, out of about 18 x 12 = 216 dances published minus a

few reels which don't come in this classification because they are

not really country dances. The Border Book contains about twenty

dances, of which only "La Russe” comes in the "manual" class -—

the others are all "collected in the border country".
The main point which I hope you noticed about the two lists

is that, with one exception, the strathspeys are "collected in

so-and-so", where they form about half the total. Of the thirty
or so ”manual" dances reproduced in the R.S.C.D.S. books (plus
another 50 or so which the R.S.C.D.S. have not (yet) adopted),

only one dance -— The Glasgow Highlanders
-— is a strathspey. It

is really a mixture —— the first half is typical country-dance;
the second half pure foursome reel. The tune itself goes in

strathspey tempo, but is not really in strathspey rhythm, and the

old books say "change to a strathspey" for the second half, i.e.

for the setting and reeling. In fact, the dance is a medley ——

just as the "Perth medley" is -- but is a subtle one for there is

no change of tempo. I know very few bands who play this dance

correctly; most of them play the tune for 32 bars instead of 16.

I think that all gramophone records have it this way (except an

old Columbia record which has 2u-bar tunes and so is just no good

for the dance. It has Petronella at an impossible tempo on the

other side, so avoid it if you are buying records). Possibly
this is because the tune is given as a 32-bar tune in the R.S.C.D.S.

books. A correct version will be found in Kerr’s collection (in

which "Stumpie" is the tune for the second half). The "lift"

which the dancers get when the tune changes to a stirring strath-

spey, such as "The Brass of Mar" or "Lady Drummond of Perth for the

setting—step makes all the difference in the world to the pleasure
which this dance gives.

Incidentally, it says quite a lot for the "feel" which today's
dance band leaders have for rhythm, that they have not as a rule

used true strathspeys as alternate tunes for this dance. When

trying to match "The Glasgow Highlanders" the old original Beltona
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record used "Castles in the air”, (a song tune), the current HMV

record uses "Dr. Alexander of Balmerino" which as you can hear

at once is more of a song than a strathspey, and one of the Parlo-

phone records uses a Harry Lauder song. But, as I have said,

the right way is not to try to match the tune at all, but to use

the tune for half the dance and then to find tunes to contrast

with it for the second half.

To get back to our main subject
—- apart from this very excep-

tional dance, the well—known Scottish country dances of the last

century Were not strathspeys; strathspeys were found only among

the little—known dances scattered over the countryside. And

this again shows that our division of the dances into two groups

is not a mere nominal one -— it does correspond to something in

the dances themselves.

Another thing you might have noticed is that most of the

"manual" dances are found in the early SCDS books, i.e. the

Society started by publishing the common dances, as is to be ex—

pected. Then they started collecting in various ”so—and—so's"

the less well known dances. Finally they ran out of these, and,

except for the ”Axum Reel" and Longways Eightsome Reel (which are

not country dances in the strict sense) the only dances after

book 13 have been from old books and manuscripts.

On the whole, the manual dances are more standardized than the

others. Quite a lot of them are fairly simply thirty—two—bar

two-couple dances, the last sixteen bars being "down the middle

and up and poussette". If you make a complete list you will

find that about half are of this comparativaly unenterprising

type
—— it is quite a good ending, but one does not want :22_much

of a good thing. Among the others there are only about half a

dozen all told of this type; and they have some unusual features

quite unthinkable in the "manual" dances —— the highland schot—

tische step, for example, the unusual twisty allemande in "The

Jimp Waist", the complicated pattern of "The Lovers' Knot", those

ingenious reels-of—three—in—a-two-couple—dance which make "The

Duchess of Atholl's Slipper" so intricate, the arcades in "Barley

Bree", and the balance in line (common enough in quadrilles, but

rare in country dances) of "Scottish Reform".
-

On the other hand, when you think of individual dances, the

manual list has some pretty good ones, including my own personal

favorite of the longways country dances of any nation in the

world: namely, "The Duke of Perth". (The Irish, English, Welsh,

New Englanders, Scandinavians, and Germans need not write in to

contradict this. De gustibus non disputandum).

[to be continued]

—o—o-o—o—o—

-- Historical Quotations ——

Female dancers (1804)

Lady Jane was very clever in the Gillie Callum and the

Shean Trews, I a little behind her in the single and double

fling, the shuffle and heel—and—toe-step".

(From Elizabeth Grant's "Memoirs of a highland lady").



????? Your Questions Answered ?????

[On this occasion the questioner supplied the answer as well].

Q. Does a lady "graciously follow her partner's lead" when she

knows that he is misleading her?

A. Yes, provided that it does not affect the flow of the dance;

it does not affect the positions of the other dancers; and

to ignore it would cause more disruption than to follow it.

[For example, we were second couple in The Luckenbooth Brooch.

The first couple, dancing as one person in a reel of three

across the dance, had passed below the second man, and we had

danced up and in. My partner waited for me, but I waited too

and insisted on dancing behind him. As a result we were at

least a bar behind; whereas if I had just danced ahead we

would have straightened out next time around. I was wrong,

although technically it was correct for me to pass behind him].

Comment - The answer is good in general. Had the question been

"If another dancer makes a slip, should you try to chime in with

what he is doing, even though you recognize it as wrong", the

answer would still apply quite nicely. A very common example is

towards the end of "General Stuart's reel" or "The Montgomeries'
rant" when one of the leading dancers gets lost and tries to

start the final reel incorrectly, either by passing the wrong

corner, or by presenting the wrong shoulder. It is far better

for the corners to switch courses and dance the same (technically

incorrect) reel as the leading dancer, than to plough insensitively

through the technically correct path and reduce the reel to chaos.

Q. In The Montgomeries' rant, bars 17—2”, why do the first couple

take nearer hands rather than right hands? A right-hand hold

would have the same advantage as it does in "down the middle

and up", namely the couple can turn about without changing

hands.

A. We don't know. The original description of this figure is

"the lst pair sets hand in hand to ye 2d woman then to ye 3d

man then to ye 3d woman and then to ye 2d man. (You will find

the complete description in The Thistle no. 11). It is any-

one's guess which hands are referred to in "hand in hand".

-o-o—o-o—o—

-- Historical quotations -—

A threesome reel (1805)

I once had the pleasure of seeing, in a remote part of

the country, a reel danced by a herd boy and two young girls, who

surprised me very much, especially the boy, who appeared to be

about twelve years of age. He had a variety of well—chosen steps,

and executed them with so much justness and ease, as if to set

criticism at defiance.

(Prom Francis Peacock's "Sketches relative to the practice of

dancing").



CLASSIFIED INDEX TO THE THISTLE

Book Reviews

Twelve Modern Scottish Country Dances in Traditional

Form, R.S.C.D.S.

Traditional Dancing in Scotland, J.F. and T.M. Flett

Questions (and answers) prompted by above

Dancing in the Inns of Court, James P. Cunningham
New Scottish Country Dances in Traditional Form,

John Drewry
Five Traditional Scottish Country Dances for 1965,

R.S.C.D.S.

Notes on Movements and Figures commonly used in

Scottish Country Dances, Thos. Henderson

The Rondel Book of Scottish Country Dances, John Drewry
Scottish Country Dances: A Centennial Collection

The Picts, Isabel Henderson

Uniform Buttons, Evelyn Vickers-Smith

Traditional Scottish Dances, 8th and 9th sets,

Mary Isdale MacNab

The Ormskirk Scottish Dances, Books 1 and 2,

Roy Clowes

The Whetherly Book of Scottish Country Dances,
John W. Mitchell

The Scottish Country Dance: Its Origins and Development,
J.F. and T.M. Plett, Scottish Studies, Vol. 2, 1967

Wierdlaw Country Dance Sheet no. 1

Comparison Corner

Weaving Lilts and Ninesomes

Spanish Dancing -- a tourist's impression
The other half dances —- teaching methods in Washington,

D.C.

Ninesome Reel (or Bumpkin) and other dances

Manx Dances

Our Contemporaries (compared to other times)

Our Contemporaries (Mrs. Lesslie queries the modern

way of dancing certain figures)
American Contra Dances, Part 1

Part 2

Part 3

Part 4

Dress

The Sash

Guthrie Tartan

District Checks

Maitland Tartan

Eleven Canadian Tartans

Issue

16

19

31

27

28

28

31

34

34

34

35

35

36

37

37

38

NH

25

25

26

35

36

37

38

ll

14

27

34



Classified Index to The Thistle (cont.)

Hints on Better Dancing etc.

Forming longwise sets

-— additional to above

Forming sets

Forming sets

—- correspondence
Skip change of step (news from St. Andrews)

Strathspey steps (news from St. Andrews

Change from pas de basque to slip step

Setting to corners

Reels of three

Reels of three, covering off

Reels of three, mirror or symmetrical reels

Half reels of four in Mairi's Wedding and Rest and

be Thankful (questions answered)

Setting to corners

Getting to the bottom

Casting off (questions answered)

Down the middle and up (questions answered)

Moving up (questions answered)

Tournee, the, a new form of progression
What is important in teaching?

Teaching dance figures
--

correspondence, Bob Campbell
Smiling

So you want to be an M.C.

M.C. - timing the programme

Choosing dances for a ball

Planning a dance programme for all

Organizing a demonstration

A notation for country dances

Poems

Beginner's Ode to Scottish Dancing, D.S.

One — two — three — hop, B.D. Fraser

One — two — three — hop — a reply
No title, M. Shoolbraid

Hamilton House, B.D. Fraser

Eightsome, Hugh Foss

Foursome, Hugh Foss

Grand March, Hugh Foss

Glasgow Highlanders, Hugh Foss

Broun‘s (Ballade), Hugh Foss

Hamilton House (Roundel), Hugh Foss

Scottish Reform (Rondeau), Hugh Foss

Lady Susan (Rondel), Hugh Foss

New Rigged Ship, the (Villanelle), Hugh Foss

Barn Dance, the, W.D. Cooker

Jiggery Pokery, Argus
Broun's for Aye and Broun's for Me, B.D. Fraser

Petronella, Hugh Foss

Verse (Novices)

Issue

12

16

18

14

36

14

25

35

35

18

21

21

24

35

37

17

20

39

10

26

2O

36

25

27



—- ADVERTISEMENTS —-

J.T. McHARDY CO. LTD., 538 Seymour St., Vancouver 2.

Tele: 681-6616. Pipe-band supplies, highland dress,

dancing shoes, Scottish books and records, RSCDS books,
dances by Hugh Foss and Hugh Thurston.

Efficient mail-order service.

CANADIAN F.D.S.

Jimmy Blair's excellent series of Scottish dance records

(LPs $H.98, EPs $2.45, discount on large orders), as well

as sound-equipment etc. is available from Canadian F.D.S.,
Audio—Visual Aids, 605 King Street W., Toronto 2B.

NORTHERN JUNKET

The square dance magazine that is different. $2.50 for 12 issues,
from Ralph Page, 117 Washington St., Keene, N.H. U.S.A. 03431.

Each issue brings you interesting articles on all phases of danc-

ing: squares, contras, folkdance, folk-song, folk—lore.

Traditional recipes too, for hungry dancers.

THE ORMSKIRK SCOTTISH DANCES, by Roy Clowes

Book I Book II

Campbeltown Loch New Scotland Reel

Lobster in the Pot Isle of Arran strathspey

Hey Johnny Cope Roy's reel

The Dundee Whaler Lassies and Laddies

Awa' tae the fair Kishmull's Castle

From - 2H Alscot Close, Maghull, Lancashire, England.
Price - 2/6 each plus postage, or 40¢ including postage.

CANTABRIGIA BOOK SHOP, 16 Park Ave., Cambridge, Mass. U.S.A. 02138

(Folklore, Anthropology, Social History)
We stock books of interest to Scottish dancers, including

Flett, J.F. 6 T.M. Traditional dancing in Scotland $8.95

McConachie, Jack. The Grampian collection of Scottish

country dances $1.00

. Scottish country dances of the eighteenth

century $1.50

DO YOU WANT JEWELLERY?

Custom made Gold or silver Scottish flavour

Old heirlooms cleaned Moderate charges

Kirsty Shoolbraid, 8415 Duff Street, Vancouver B.C. Tele: 321—0633


